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Introduction

1. The discussion on item 6 of the agenda for .the Second Conference

of African Statisticians should provide a definition of the Jbasic principles

underlying a regional training programme for statisticians in Africa: At

what level should statisticians be trained ? Where should they be trained?

What facilities are available ?

2. The general objective is clear : to train at all necessary levels the

African staff required to do the statistical work essential to their countries*

economies in both the public and private' sectors. This objective takes on

significance for those members of the Commission pledged, in the context of

the Statistical Survey of Africa, to develop their statistical activities

over the next five years in order to provide the necessary basic information

for the economic and social development of their countries. The training

of statisticians for the public service, and first and foremost for the

central statistical services, is clearly an absolute necessity for these

countries.

3. Accordingly, in national statistical development programmes training

and the expansion of statistical activities go hand in hand. From the

preparation of a work programme it is possible to obtain an idea of the

number of statisticians required at all levels, and thence clearly define the

number of persons to be trained over the next five years- Conversely, the

training schedule will gradually provide more staff to carry out the work

programme - which would ir most cases be impossible with present staff.

Terminology ''•■','

4. Before going into training problems it is necessary to define the

various training levels. The terminology used in this paper is not rigidly

laid down for use in discussions at the Conference, but solely intended to

facilitate the reading in this paper. It is, however, desirable that a

regional terminology be compiled and the Secretariat will be glad to receive
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any comments on the subject.

In any country it is possible to distinguish between two types of

general training: secondary and university. The designation of "professional

statistician" will here be reserved for university-trained statisticians, and

that of "middle-grade statistician" for those with a secondary education,

whether complete or not. In which case we can go further and reserve the

term "middle-grade statistician" for those who have completed the first cycle

of the secondary course (General Certificate of Education, ordinary level;

School Leaving Certificate;, first Baccalaureat or, even, the Brevet

supe"rieur etc.)* Officers who have received lower general training may be

appointed "clerical officers", as distinct from ^''middle-grade statisticians".

. Similarly, among persons with a university training a distinction can be

made between those who have graduated, generally after 3 or 4 years' study

and those who have undertaken post-graduate studies.

5. Thus we find under.the regulations of all existing statistical services

a grade called "clerical officer". Above the latter, come the-middle-grade

statisticians, in one,t two or three grades, as the.case may be, (with a

varying.number in each salary step). The terminology varies from country

to country : . . . . .

In French-speaking offices,:, commis, adjoints techniques;

Nigeria :..Clerical Officer, Assistant Statistical Officer,

.... Statistical Officer, Higher Statistical Officer;

Ghana : Junior Statistical Assistant (Grades II and i), . ..

Statistical Assistant, Senior Statistical Assistant,

. Chief Statistical^Assistant; . ■ .

Bast Africa : Clerical Officer, Statistical Assistant,

..-.--... Statistical Officer. , ...

6.. In the senior grades., equivalents are less clear ,in member countries

of the Commission. .,, I,n many..of,..the Statistical Services- in English-speaking

countries we find a series of^consecutive grades all open to students who

have obtained a degree in a recognized subject or subjects after,a three or

four years' actual university course. •-...-■

(l) Beyond G.C.S., advanced level.
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In some countries that take French degrees as their basis, a distinc

tion is made between two careers: statistical "attache" (or inge*nieur des

travaux statistiques) and "administrator-statistician" (or"statistician-

economist"). The first of these grades is obtained on presentation of a

diploma requiring, under the new regulations in France, a 2-3 years'

university course; for the second, the requirement is a degree entailing

from five to seven years'university study. The characteristic of this

system, compared with the first, is that easier access is obtained to the

junior professional grades but those "attaches" who wish to reach the

higher grades must interrupt their career at some time or other to complete

their university education.

Training of middle-grade and operational staff

7- The training of middle-grade statistxcians and clerical officers and

the creation of a statistical service should be synonymous. Just as no

survey or census is conducted without training enumerators, so any statis

tical service that is to progress must incorporate in its working plans a

training programme for middle-grade clai:". '::\:■■'.cx.s "Cnd clorical officers.

Those who are surprised ot the statement of such a self-evident principle

should note that many Statistical Services have been founded in Africa over

the last ten years without the necessary attention being paid to the

training of the middle-grade officers recruited. This mistake is often*

simply due to imitation of Europe, where middle-grade statisticians are"

trained "on the job"- In-service training, however, demands the presence

of well-trained officers in sections where new recruits are posted.

8. Another obstacle to training activities is that senior statisticians

are scarce and cannot devote the necessary time to the training of their

subordinates. There is something to be said for this argument but the fewer

the seniors the better they should be used, hence the more important it is to

give them well-trained subordinates. It must, however, be recognized that

the training of clerks and more"so of statistical assistants will demand

funds, time and teachers and that a statistical service which has only one or

two senior officers cannot undertake this training task. The solution to

the problem must, we think, lie in regional co-operation. The first

necessity is to state the problem clearly and to admit that it is all the

more urgent because senior statisticians are few and far between.
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9. Where should middle-grade statisticians and clerical officers be

trained ?■ This problem was discussed at the First Conference of African

Statisticians, which favoured decentralization, i.e. training as near as

possible "to the candidate's future working area. This policy was confirmed

"by "SCA at its third session. To nut it m^re clearly, it is to be hoped

that a training centre will be set up wherever a sufficient number of

candidates of the same level can be brought together. It is, therefore,

hot a centre for all Africa that should he established, but many countries

cateringfor the various training-levels, the various sub-regions and the

various working languages,

10. The only practical limit to this decentralization policy is the

number of teachers required;" Tor" want'"of 'Th'effi;~many countries cafTnot at ■"

present contemplate founding a centre. As has been said, this should

present an opportunity for co-operation between neighbouring countries.

Already, with United Nations help, sub-regional training centres are to be

established at Bangui, Addis Ababs and Accra. Other centres exist or are

being planned at Dakar and Abidjan. Again, applications have been sub

mitted by certain countries for United Nations aid in setting up national

centres (Madagascar, Nigeria and Tanganyika) to cover needs for which

international training centres are inadequate.

11. '..mong the centres established, the United Nations - through the

Economic Commission for Africa - proposes to regard as "international" those

that fulfil certain conditions. The centres will "be requested to define as

clearly as possible oualifications for admission to courses, curriculum and

leaving certificate awarded. A.n attempt will be made, in 'consultation with

the governments concerned, to harmonize course standards with civil service

establishment arrangements. ^inal examination papers will,' where necessary,

be set in agreement with the ECA Secretariat.

12. In the case of the Accra and Addis Ababa centres, for instance, the

programmes in mathematics and theoretical statistics will be based on those

of the Association of Incorporated Statisticians (London), whose certificates

are now widely recognized in Africa. Programmes'in applied statistics and

economics will, on the other hand, be adapted to conditions in the participa

ting countries. In clearer terms, those two centres will awnrd in the first

year what might be called a "first-grade" certificate, for which the standard

in mathematics will be equivalent to that for the Associations first
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examination (Registered Statistical Assistant Certificate).

13. 1n one or two years, these centres might also open courses at

higher levels and award certificates for which the standard demanded in

mathematics might be equivalent to that for the high certificates awarded

by the Association (intermediate and Final^- These certificates'might be

called "second-grade" and "third-grade", respectively. Be it'noted that

certain African countries appoint candidates who have obtained the' "Final

Certificate with Honours" to senior posts. Assuming the same right is'

conferred on holders of the third-grade certificate awarded by international

centres recognized by the United Nations, there would than be a complete

training cycle for English-speaking middlo-grado statisticians. There is

no obstacle to the creation of similar facilities for French-speaking candi

dates. The'Commission proposes to discuss this matter later with the .

countries concerned.

14. It is important to note t'n.at, under the earlier system, the best

students holding the first-grade certificate may be eligible a few years later

for admission to courses for the higher certificates. This presupposes

close co-operation between the directors of the centres and the participating

countries. This co-operation will, it is hoped, extend to several fields and,

if the statistical services accept, their tasks would be :

- to harmonize the status of their middle-grade statisticians

in order to recognize the certificates swarded by the centres;

- to prepare candidates for a centre's entrance examination;

- to recruit new officers from among holders of centre certificates;

- to encourage the best officers to enrol for advanced courses when

these have been introduced by tho centres.

Training of senior staff " '

15* By co-operating with Morocco in the setting up of a centre for

"attache's", the Secretariat is blazing Vic trail for egional co-operati'on

in senior staff training. It should bo noted that candidates for this

centre should be holders' of the full Baccalaure*at to be "eligible" for

admission to the centre, and that the course will last three years. The

United Nations, in subsidizing the centre, has agreed With the Moroccan

authorities that some candidates from "other countries will be admitted.

16. Apart from Morocco, there are', inter alia, higher courses in :

statistics in UAR, and institutes are nlanned in Ghana and Senegal. It will
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lie with the Conference to give warm support to the training of

statisticians of university standard in Africa and to make the necessary

recommendations. The aims.should be :

- to arouse in students interest in the profession of Statistician by

.adjusting regulations and senior staff's salaries in the Statistical

Services :

- to obtain international aid for courses started in Africa so as to

preporve or win a high scientific rcputntion for them.; . and

- to organize international co-operation by awarding fellowships for

African students.

17, There is no question of standardising curricula in.advanced

statistics in higher educational.establishments or universities. Curricula

rare not in most cases laid .dov/n by university councils in accordance with

their own sovereign competence. '/hile respecting the independence of the

universities, the Conference might nevertheless recommend that international

co-operation be aimed at fostering certain forms of specialization felt to be

more consistent with governments1 needs. For instance, though it is

possible now to train in Africa economists with a "smattering" of statistics,

it is difficult to train statisticians who can act as economists and, more

so mathematical statisticians,

18, The attention of the Conference is slso drawn to the recommendations

of the v/orking Group on the Uses of National Accounts in .Africa, which met

at Addis Ababa in January 1961, on the subject of possible typos of training

for national accountants in Africa. Various suggestions were made: short

courses (six ..weeks) in an ad hoc centre for economists or statisticians with

university degrees; long courses (9 - 12 months) in institutes or

universities; in-service training in countries with WGll-ostnblished

national accounts sections*

Research

19, Research knows no frontier. The principles enunciated regarding

the absolute necessity of training all.or almost all middle-grade and

senior African statistical staff in Africa apply, with certain shades of

difference, to research. African research workers may well continue to

participate in research conducted in non-African universities (post

graduate studies at certain universities, schools for statistician-economists,

economic programme study centres etc.).
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20. However, it is regrettable that research should still be so thinly

spread in Africa, for example in fields on the fringe of economies and

statistics (econometrics, economic models etc.). How can the application

of those techniques to the African economies be perfected, except through

research centres established in Africa ? Here again, the Conference will

be asked to hail the first efforts now to bo noted, to encourage further

efforts and to recommend regional co-operation in this sphere.

21. In the some connexion, the attention of the Conference should be

called to discussions no" r>rocecding regarding the establishment in Africa

of a Demographic Research Centre and of an Economic and Social Development

Research and Training Institute, both sponsored by the United Nations.

The Executive Sec etary will supply further information on these projects

at the Commission's next session. Statistical research will have its

place in both Centre and Institute. The Conference might usefully state its

views as to the types of research to be conducted in these institutions.




